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! lExpatriateAustralian Jefrey Shaw has intertwined
I state-of-the-art computer.technology with , t
= 'Wlelboufne's cultural mix, reports Garry Barker.
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1965, Shaw has lived and

worked in Milan, Ixindon,

Frankfurt, Amsterdam and
Karlsruhe. He founded the ZKM
institute in 1992.
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City gets turned on its head
By Garry Barker
March 31 2003

Some say Melbourne is a cultural melting pot. Jeffrey Shaw sees it as a series of giant cylinders, each identifiable by its
ethnic origins, part of the city, but different from its neighbours. The idea has been translated by large amounts of computer
cunning into a virtual environment. Place Urbanity, that is running at the Australian Centre for the Moving Image at
Federation Square.

Shaw, a Melboume-bom new media artist who is director for visual media at the ZKM Centre for Art and Media in Karlsruhe,

Germany, has built 15 digital cylinders, essentially movies-in-the-round, of some of Melbourne's ethnic settlements, and set
them on a broad virtual plain.

The digital video camera images were stitched together on a big Apple Macintosh computer using Adobe's After Effects
software. Each of the 15 is a four-minute video loop. On the platform on which viewers stand are a PC with a powerful

computer games card and a G4 Power Mac that handles the audio channels. A Sanyo digital projector lays the images on a
nine-metre cylindrical screen.

Visitors stand on a rotating platform in the centre of the nine-metre circular screen on which the movies are projected. The

platform rotates and can be "driven" forward and swung right and left to move around in the digital image.
You aim at a cylinder sitting on your horizon, penetrate its borders like an aircraft entering a cloud, and suddenly the movie
is all around you.

Maybe you have chosen Carlton, and find yourself on Lygon Street. You steer for the kerb and suddenly a comedian is
hanging upside down in front of you, playing a guitar and singing The Aussie Wife Blues.

"I was in the multimedia space very early; we were right on the edge of development," Shaw says. "That was the mid-1970s. I
built a kit computer and then got an Apple II that I used to make my fu-st interactive piece - just a wire-frame virtual world
you could navigate around. The limit then was ICQ straight lines in black and white that could be animated in real time at
about 12 frames per second, about half standard television rate."
Since leaving Australia in 1965, Shaw has lived and worked in Milan, London, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and Karlsruhe. He
founded the ZKM institute in 1992.

"I have always been interested in interactivity as a component of the art experience; giving the viewer some way to steer,
control, interact and be part of the work," Shaw says.
"Early works of mine just had simple things such as switches: switch it on, switch it off. In the late 1980s, I started to work
with big Silicon Graphics work stations, which opened the door to much more sophisticated effects. But the big breakthrough
now are the computer games boards. They are incredible; inexpensive and very powerful.
"Because of the game industry's appetite for bringing video data into virtual environments you have extremely sophisticated
tools for texturing video. For the first time you can take cinematic data, real-world recorded data, texture it into a virtual
environment and handle it like plasticine.

"That allows us to produce a work such as Place Urbanity, where the video panoramas are textured on to cylinders and you
can navigate around and among them."

Just as intemet pomographers chasing more money pushed technology to improve computer imaging, so have games makers
provided more capable software for new media artists. "In the Silicon Graphics days you'd get a significant improvement in
the technology about every two years. Now it's every three months," Shaw says.

Place Urbanity pushes some of the artistic boundaries, but more is to come. "I am interested in stereo projection and in
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multiscreen projection. The next generation of GeForce computer games boards will do all of that. You can do polarised
stereo and, using genlock (generator locking using a device that enables a composite video machine, such as a TV, to accept

two signals simultaneously) do multiscreen projection to produce a complete immersive environment. All of that will
become available on an affordable home computer," he says.
When new media art enters the home it won't be in a conventional home cinema. "We seek to create new kinds of

environmental experiences of the film image. The cinema is an idiosyncratic environmental experience. It is a dark room in
which you sit with hundreds of other people for a couple of hours and that is the architecture of watching a movie. But you
don't have to have that format for a cinematic experience.

"In Place Urbanity you have cylinders that you walk into and out of. You spend as much time as you want and the cinematic
information is a loop that goes on and on."
Shaw has been appointed visiting professor at the University of NSW's new iCinema research centre that will examine the
future of home media. "At the moment it is a bit regressive," he said. "They build themselves cinemas in their homes, but that
is not what new media is about; it should be more than just going to the movies."

Media is converging from a wide variety of sources - television, the internet, DVD interactive movies on computers and TV
screens, even on appliances and mobile phones and handheld computers.

"I have recently done some multi-user art works," he says. "The visitor enters the art work and can meet other visitors there
and talk to them. The art work itself becomes a social space. But voice is essential.

"It will be a virtual environment where you can visit a movie and when you step out you will be able to meet others who have
also been there and you can talk to them."

Place Urbanity is at the Australian Centre for the Moving Image, Federation Square, until April 17.
This story was found at: http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2003/03/30/1048962641296.html
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